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dream is a wish your heart makes

When you're fast asleep.
In dreams you will lose your heartaches.
Whatever you wish for, you keep.
Have faith in your dreams and someday
Your rainbow will come smiling through.
No matter how your heart is grieving,
If you keep on believing,
The dream that you wish will come true!

What’s New?
CONGRATULATIONS! To the winners of our AVH
Facebook Group Photo Contest. Winners will be
announced on social media.
Winners each receive a large canvas of the winning photo
and a copy of the photo will be hung in 9 of our hospital
treatment rooms.
CHECK OUT our Youtube video
https://www.youtube.com/user/AbseconVet
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PET MEMORIAL PAGE

ANIMAL FACTS

In honor of our patients who have crossed the Rainbow
Bridge, AVH is launching a Memorial page on our website
for clients to post pictures of their beloved pets. Submit
pet’s name and photos to: Memorial@abseconvet.com.

Do Animals Actually Have Dreams?

January’s Featured Breed: Beagle

Some do and some don't.
By Emily Blatchford, The Huffington Post
Sweet dreams, little guy.
Anyone who has ever owned a dog will be familiar with
the following scenario.
Your beloved pooch is sprawled out on the floor,
seemingly fast asleep, when all of a sudden, their little legs
start racing as they run towards an imaginary tennis
ball/rabbit/frisbee/sketchy looking bush... all while they
are still deep in the land of nod.

The beagle is a breed of small hound that is similar in
appearance to the much larger foxhound. The beagle is a
scent hound, developed primarily for hunting hare.

Or perhaps they'll start barking or growling, or their tail
will wag, or they'll start digging furiously in the air. In
other words, it looks like your dog is getting up to all sorts
of mischief while fast asleep -- but are they actually
dreaming?

Hypoallergenic: No
Life expectancy: 12 – 15 years
Temperament: Even Tempered, Excitable, Amiable,
Intelligent, Determined, Gentle
Weight: Male: 22–24 lbs (10–11 kg), Female: 20–22 lbs
(9–10 kg)
Height: Male: 14–16 inches (36–41 cm), Female: 13–15
inches (33–38 cm)
Colors: Lemon & White, White & Tan, Tri-color,
Chocolate Tri, Orange & White, Red & White, White &
Chocolate
The beagle has an even temper and sweet/gentle
disposition. Described in several breed standards as
"merry", they are amiable and typically neither aggressive
nor timid, although this depends on the individual. They
enjoy company, and although they may initially be
standoffish with strangers, they are easily won over. They
make poor guard dogs for this reason, although their
tendency to bark or howl when confronted with the
unfamiliar makes them good watch dogs.

"There is every likelihood that animals dream," Dr Joanne
Silince, managing director of Pets Australia told The
Huffington Post. "Some species have similar REM sleep
patterns to humans, others a much shorter pattern
(depending on whether you are a prey species or not).
"Dogs in particular run, play ball, and even fight in mimic
while they are asleep, and my poodle regularly wags his
tail madly while snoring."
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While Silince says "there's probably not as much
[research] done as you might think", she also notes the
science that is available, coupled with anecdotal evidence,
does point to the fact some animals can (and do) dream.
"If you go the science, it gets really interesting," Silince
said. "Dreams appear to be associated with REM sleep.
Placental mammals, all of them, have REM sleep. So, it's
presumed that they dream and there is some evidence from
their behavior pattern that this happens.
"The thinking at the moment is echnidas and platypuses
may not dream because they are not placental animals. We
also know reptiles don't have REM sleep and therefore the
theory is they don't dream.
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Sometimes you just have to take a catnap.
As for what animal dreams actually look like... well, only
they know, and they're not telling.
"No one knows whether they dream in black and white or
color. And nobody knows whether that is important,"
Silince said. "Do dogs dream in barks?
"Cats have 30 different sounds in their language -- do they
have 30 different sounds in their dreams? We don't know.
"Do dogs and cats sleepwalk? I wouldn't have a clue.
"The moral of the story is: you can't consider your dog or
cat to be a human but we do share some things, and it
appears dreams could be one of them."

"The more you are a 'prey species' the shorter your REM
sleep patterns are likely to be -- because it's dangerous to
sleep that deeply for that long -- though horses will go to
REM sleep for up to 35 minutes a day, which is incredibly
dangerous."
Silince theorizes the species whose young are born
knowing exactly what to do and how to survive (so,
definitely not a human baby) dream less. Why? Because
they wouldn't really get anything out of it.
"The reason we dream is clearly to process learning,"
Silince said. "Those species whose behavior patterns are
pretty much fully imprinted -- who are pretty much born
acting like an animal -- have very little REM sleep and
therefore it is presumed they dream less.
"Of course, there is a lot of assumption, because while we
can measure REM sleep, we can't measure a dream.
Except what we can see from their behavior -- and there is
a reasonable presumption cats and dogs dream -- because
can see them performing behaviors we have seen before."

DREAM
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BLOOD BANK
IS YOUR DOG…
✓ Between 55 and 150 pounds?
✓ In excellent health?
✓ Between the ages of 1 and 6 years old?
IF YOU ANSWERED YES TO ALL OF THESE THEN
SIGN UP TO DONATE BLOOD!
Each unit of donated blood helps to save a life of one, two,
or three critically ill dogs. Many dogs require a blood
transfusion to survive during surgery, following trauma,
or when they are suffering from anemia or bleed disorders
such as hemophilia.
Visit:
abseconvet.com/blood-bank/
up!

to learn more and sign-

CALL FOR PICTURES
If you would like to have pictures of your pets included in
future newsletters and on social media, please email them
to hospital@abseconvet.com and include the pets name,
owner’s name, pets age, and a few lines of information
about the pet.
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From AVH Doctors and Staff
Dear Clients,
We wish to thank you all for your patience and tolerance
during the many changes that were thrust upon us in 2020.
We are well aware of the concern it has caused you in
sending your beloved pets in for treatment alone. Though
it is true that we all prefer to meet in person, please know
that we are doing the best we can to ensure that your pets
receive our full attention and lots of love during their
visits.
We continue to appreciate your cooperation as long as the
COVID precautions are in effect. But, with the new
vaccinations underway, we hope that 2021 will bring
about some “back to normal” procedures before too long.
From our family to yours – we wish to extend best wishes
for a safe, happy, healthy, and prosperous New Year!
With Love and Appreciation,

Absecon Veterinary Hospital Doctors & Staff

DON’T FORGET ABOUT OUR BOARDING
SERVICES FOR EXTENDED STAY AND DAY
CARE!

Our Imperfect Dog
by Cynthia C. Naspinski
We love our dog with all our hearts,
But not so much her stinky farts.
Her doggy breath is less than fresh,
Yet we hug her nonetheless.
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From barking she will not refrain.
The house and yard are her domain.
Park on the street or walk on past,
And you will likely cop a blast.
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For all her faults we love her dearly
And in turn she loves us clearly.
She's our funny, gorgeous girl.
We wouldn't trade for all the world.

Meter readers, couriers,
Serve to make her furious.
Possums, lizards, neighbor's cat,
Will not be shown the welcome mat.
In the name of crime prevention,
Airspace gets the same attention.
We feel safe, it must be said,
From birds that dare fly overhead.
She wages war with the lawn mower,
Outdoor sweeper and leaf blower.
And switching on the vacuum cleaner
Won't bring out her best demeanor.
This causes some embarrassment,
This doggy form of harassment,
But she does provide protection,
And for that we feel affection.
Once introductions make the rounds,
Her friendliness, it knows no bounds.
Though not all guests are fully rapt
With thirty kilos on their lap.
Should you leave your nice warm chair,
On your return you'll find her there.
And when she's urged to please vacate,
She'll turn into a limp, dead weight.
To baths she has a strong aversion,
Desperate to avoid immersion.
Yet she'll display her dive technique
In any muddy pond or creek!
We give her scratches, make her smile.
Give an inch, she'll take a mile.
Stop and she'll demand still more,
Prodding you with paw and claw.
"She's got character!" we all say.
At times it's just a nicer way
Of saying she's our problem child,
Kinda crazy, kinda wild.
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AVH ADOPTION NETWORK
AVH partners with a few local reputable Rescue
organizations as a Community Service project to help
animals in need find good homes.

All animals adopted through this resource
receive a Complimentary First Exam at
Absecon Veterinary Hospital.

Meet Jinx!
Jinx the 10-pound New Zealand has been waiting for his
new family for four months. The reality is, red eyed
animals are unpopular and this sweet bunny once destined
to be on a dinner plate has had trouble finding a home.
However, these bunnies make GREAT PETS! They are
affectionate and entertaining!
Jinx is neutered and great with a litter box. This smart boy
is active and would require a very large pen or bunny
proofed room. Please contact Atlantic Critters Rescue on
Facebook, Instagram @atlantic_critters_rescue, or email
atlanticcrittersrescue@gmail if you would like to add this
sweet guy to the family.

These two bonded guinea pig boys need a new home.
They both came to Atlantic Critters Rescue as singles but
became immediate best friends as soon as we introduced
them. We estimate Ginger (orange) is around 2 and
Sesame is 3.
These two boys have been in foster care for a few months.
They were once a bit shy but now they are friendly and
constantly beg for veggies.
Please contact Atlantic Critters Rescue on facebook,
Instagram
@atlantic_critters_rescue,
or
email atlanticcrittersrescue@gmail.com to apply.
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Meet Grayson
Grayson is in need of a loving family. He has been with
us for a couple years now, not much interest in a very shy
kitty. He is a cat’s cat and will solicit pets but on his
terms.
Grayson is a “look but don’t touch unless except on his
terms” kind of kitty. Grayson needs a home where his
human has a great deal of time and patience to work him.
He is a very handsome 11-year-old kitty. He requires
frequent grooming as do all Maine Coon (mixes), which is
a great way to bond with him!
Grayson is current with all his vaccines and has had major
dental work.
Grayson is located in Absecon NJ. If you’re interested in
learning more about him please email us
at info@omcrescue.org or complete adoption application
at:
https://omcrescue.rescuegroups.org/animals/detail?Anim
alID=15938428

Meet the lovely Mayuree and her baby boy Buddah!
Mayuree and her son Buddah are very bonded. She allows
Buddah to "nurse" on her. They are a very friendly pair
who enjoy attention and like to purr. They are settling in
nicely to their foster home and will approach right
away. They MUST be adopted together.
OMC Rescue never breaks up a family and will take
everyone even if they are SH or another breed.
Is Not Good with Dogs, Good with Cats, Good with
Adults, Very vocal, Does Good in the Car, Likes to play
with
toys, Likes
to
be
in
your
lap, Playful, Affectionate, Eager To Please, Gentle.
Apply for these two beauties with Only Maine Coon
Rescue
at:
https://omcrescue.rescuegroups.org/animals/detail?Anim
alID=16319526
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Meet Remi
Remi is a super sweet six-year-old cat who loves to
explore and look out the window. Remi usually naps
luxuriously throughout the day with occasional visits
to get a few pets or play with a toy. In general, he is
very patient and will tolerate being picked up and
snuggled, but if he gets too much attention he will
slink away to nap in peace. He loves exploring and
hiding in little hidey-holes, he adores staring out the
window and chirps adorably at the birds, he enjoys
playing with toys on strings, and he loves treats.
Remi needs a home where he can get the occasional
pets and love that he needs while not getting too much
attention. If you have a window with a view of a tree
full of birds, even better! From what we can tell, he
does better in a quiet home with no children or other
pets. While in the noisy shelter, it was reported that
Remi was urinating inappropriately likely due to
stress, but there hasn’t been a problem in his quiet
foster home. This guy is a real beauty and he is sure
to melt your heart!
Remi
is
Somewhat
vocal, Timid, Independent, Affectionate, Gentle.
You can put in an application to adopt Remi at:
https://omcrescue.rescuegroups.org/animals/detail?
AnimalID=16211018

Meet Rose, Alexa and Alexis!!
This trio of cuties are just learning how the world works
with their curious nature and go get-em attitude! If you’re
looking for a little mischief in your lives, these girls are
for you!
Docile and adorable, twins Alexa and Alexis love viewing
the world from the top of their cage or their cute little
house. They always take an observatory interest in
cleaning and care, though they are right up against the
door when it’s feeding and play time! Rose is the more
vivacious of the trio. She is always the first to see what her
human caretaker is up too, and cannot wait to be granted
the freedom to put her little paws on every new object she
sees.
These girls are being trained with gloves in order to
minimize and discourage curious nibbles when the girls
are being handled or clicker trained with food present.
Rose, Alexa and Alexis love time in their wheel, snuggling
up in hammocks and growing into their new life and home
alongside their human caretakers. Their irresistible faces
guarantee you’ll spend as much time with them as they
want to spend with you!
Please message Atlantic Critters Rescue on Facebook,
Instagram
@atlantic_critters_rescue,
or
email
atlanticcrittersrescue@gmail to adopt!
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